
 

Lightning Box Goes Live in Pennsylvania with Scientific Games’ 

OpenGaming™ 

 

LAS VEGAS – NOVEMBER 12, 2020 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific 

Games” or the “Company”) launched Lightning Box’s games in Pennsylvania, marking the slot 

provider’s entry into the Keystone State.  

The Australian developer has rolled out two titles, LIGHTNING HORSEMAN and RESPIN RHINO, via 

the Open Gaming System (OGS), with players across the state now able to access these popular 

online games. More releases from Lightning Box’s portfolio are expected to follow over the coming 

months. 

This launch builds on the open ethos of the OpenGaming ecosystem that has the vision to provide 

players worldwide with access to market-leading content from its own game development studios in 

addition to partner studios from across the globe.  

Lightning Box went live in neighboring New Jersey in 2015, in addition to serving players in Canada 

through the British Columbia Lottery Corporation and Loto Quebec. 

Scientific Games and the OpenGaming ecosystem forms an integral part of Lightning Box’s expansion 

across the U.S., providing new opportunities for the studio’s games to reach a wider audience.  

Peter Causley, CEO and co-founder of Lightning Box, said, “We’re very excited about the opportunity 

in Pennsylvania and are looking forward to seeing the results. It bodes well for us as a studio that our 

content continues to cross the bridge between land-based and online in the States. With our games 

integrated onto the OpenGaming ecosystem, we’re in a good position to penetrate new markets and 

expand our player base even further.” 

Dylan Slaney, SVP Gaming, Digital at Scientific Games, said, “It’s fantastic to see Lightning Box make 

its debut in Pennsylvania. We’re delighted to have played an important role in supporting their efforts 

to expand across the U.S. Their games have performed strongly in New Jersey, and we also expect 

them to produce great results in the Keystone State. This latest launch showcases exactly how 

OpenGaming helps partners to build their presence within regulated markets worldwide.” 
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About Scientific Games 

Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic 

games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting. 

Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content, 

advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible 

gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging 

entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please 

visit scientificgames.com. 

 

http://www.scientificgames.com/
https://www.scientificgames.com/


Media Inquiries: 

Media@scientificgames.com  
 

Forward-Looking Statements 

In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the 

U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by 

words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current 

expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or 

performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as 

predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these 

statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described 

in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’ 

current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K 

filed with the SEC on February 18, 2020 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" 

and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except 

for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games 

undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new 

information, future events or otherwise.  

About Lightning Box: 

Lightning Box is a leading multi-channel supplier of video slots to the casino gaming industry. The 

independent studio, based at the picturesque King Street Wharf in Sydney, Australia, provides high 

quality gaming content to land-based, online, and social casinos around the world. It was founded in 

2004 by former Aristocrat and IGT game designers Peter Causley and David Little. Their combined 

fifty years’ experience has helped the studio produce a number of commercially successful games, 

such as Silver Lion, Lightning Horseman, Chicken Fox, Stellar Jackpots-Serengeti Lions, Stellar 

Jackpots-Chilli Goldx2, Dolphin Gold, Silver Lioness4x, Astro Cat, and Lightning-Leopard. These, and 

their most recent releases, regularly feature in the top performing games of clients, including SG 

Digital, Microgaming, Incredible Technologies, and High5Casino. For more information about 

Lightning Box, please visit www.lightningboxgames.com 
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